Abstract-Using an experimental setup which allows to follow optically the propagation of an interfacial crack front in a heterogeneous medium, we show that the fracture front dynamics is governed by local and irregular avalanches with large velocity fluctuations. Events defined as high velocity bursts are ranked in catalogs with analogous characteristics to seismicity catalogs: time of occurence, epicenter location and energy parameter (moment). Despite differences in the fracturing mode (opening for the experiments and shear rupture for earthquakes), in the acquisition mode and in the range of time scales, the distributions of moment and epicenter jumps in the experimental catalogs obey the same scaling laws with exponents similar to the corresponding distributions for earthquakes. The record-breaking event analysis also shows very strong similarities between experimental and real seismicity catalogs. The results suggest that the dynamics of crack propagation is controlled by the elastic interactions between microstructures within the material.
Introduction
In observational seismology, attempts to characterize earthquake ruptures have motivated numerous studies from the very early stages (REID, 1910) . The description of small earthquakes is often reduced to a source-point description given by a set of simple parameters: time of occurrence, source location, seismic moment or magnitude, possibly focal mechanism (CLINTON et al., 2006) . Despite this crude information, organized in well-known seismic catalogs, these simple parameters have provided extremely useful earthquake features like the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency relationship (GUTENBERG and RICHTER, 1944) . A complementary approach is to analyze the properties of interactions between earthquakes (BAK et al., 2002; KAGAN, 2002; ZIV et al., 2003; CORRAL, 2004; DAVIDSEN and PACZUSKI, 2005; BIZZARRI and BELARDINELLI, 2008) . It has been shown for instance that the spatiotemporal evolution of earthquakes in a specific region exhibits a fractal pattern resulting from a dynamical process and expressing a hierarchical organization of events in space and time (MARSAN et al., 2000; DAVIDSEN et al., 2006) .
Seismic inversions of slip history during large earthquakes have been an important step in the description of the rupture process (WALD et al., 1991; BOUCHON et al., 2000) . The complete fault region associated to the earthquake is then considered. Slip history inversions provide important features of the rupture propagation: fault geometry, rupture length, rupture speed, time rise, rupture width, etc. However, they rely on strong assumptions like simple fault models for kinematic inversions (KIKUCHI and KANAMORI, 1991) or simple friction processes for dynamic inversion (IDE and TAKEO, 1997; FUKUYAMA et al., 2003) and subsequently provide low resolution or speculative images of the rupture complexity. Statistics from these inversions however allow more precise statistical relationships such as the ones linking the seismic moment M 0 to the three geometric quantities characterizing the rupture: Its length L, its width W and the average slip on the fault u (KANAMORI and ANDERSON, 1975; WELLS and COPPERSMITH, 1994; MAI and BEROZA, 2000) . In general, all these relationships can be approximated by a power law and exponents are found to be mostly universal (SCHOLZ, 2002; KAGAN, 1999) . New tools to account for the full complexity of the earthquake rupture are required and under development (MAI and BEROZA, 2002; AOCHI and FUKUYAMA, 2002; TINTI et al., 2005; RUBIN and AMPUERO, 2007) .
Fracture complexity has also been addressed in the mechanical community, particularly since the pioneer work of MANDELBROT et al. (1984) . In particular, scaling properties of fractures in heterogeneous materials were discovered (BOUCHAUD, 1997) . For instance, the roughness of fracture surfaces in heterogeneous media exhibits a selfaffine morphology. The associated roughness exponent is found to be very robust for different materials such as steel or aluminium alloy (MÅ LØY et al., 1992; BOUCHAUD et al., 1993) or fault rocks (SCHMITTBUHL et al., 1993 (SCHMITTBUHL et al., , 1995 . Experiments were also carried out to investigate the interactions between the crack front and the material heterogeneities (DAGUIER et al., 1995) . In a simplified two-dimensional configuration, studies of the crack front that is constrained geometrically in a plane, both theoretically (SCHMITTBUHL et al., 2003a (SCHMITTBUHL et al., , 2003b and experimentally (SCHMITTBUHL and MÅ LØY, 1997; DELAPLACE et al., 1999) were performed. The front line morphology is shown to exhibit scaling invariances (SCHMITTBUHL and MÅ LØY, 1997; DELAPLACE et al., 1999; SANTUCCI et al., 2007) . More recent studies were performed to describe the crack front dynamics SANTUCCI et al., 2006; MÅ LØY et al., 2006) . These works show that the crack propagation is controlled by the pinning and depinning of the front owing to local asperities. The fracture front dynamics is then governed by local and irregular avalanches of varying sizes and velocities.
In this article, we propose a link between the fracture dynamics analyzed at the laboratory scale and the earthquake dynamics extracted from a subset of the Southern California catalog (SHLK catalog). The core of the study is the construction of laboratory-scale catalogs of events or quakes from an optical monitoring of an interfacial crack front propagation in a heterogeneous medium. Using a transparent material (Plexiglas), the experimental setup allows to follow visually at high spatial resolution and continuously in time, the rupture process. The first part of the paper describes the sample preparation and how the experimental setup works. The next section explains the image processing of the raw crack front pictures in order to obtain the parameters needed to build the quake catalogs made of several thousands of events. Since we aim at comparing our experimental results to natural seismicity data, we show in a following section the results of statistical tools typically applied to natural seismicity data when applied to the experimental data. Finally a discussion of the reliability of analogies or differences between experimental and natural data is proposed.
An Interfacial Rupture Experiment

Sample Preparation
The samples are built from two types of transparent polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) plates: The main plate is 16-cm long, 14-cm large and 1-cm thick; the others are a set of 17-cm long, 0.4-cm thin and 1-cm wide bands. One surface of each plate is first sand-blasted with glass beads of diameter ø = 200 lm or 500 lm. The thick plate is then assembled to a set of four thin plates (see Fig. 1(a) ), sand-blasted surfaces facing each other, and placed under a normal homogeneous load, so that the remaining air is expelled from the contact area when the PMMA sandwich is loaded. The loading frame for the sample preparation is made of two parallel aluminium plates between which the Plexiglas plates sandwich is placed. Twelve screws are used to exert a normal load on the sample (see Fig. 1(b) ). The torque applied when tightening the screws is equal to 10 N.m.
To anneal the plate assembly, the whole block (sample ? press) is put in an oven at 205°C during 30 minutes, which allows the Plexiglas plates to adhere. The thermal annealing process produces a cohesive interface along the former boundary between the two plates which is weaker than the bulk PMMA (the critical stress intensity factor K c , also called fracture toughness, for the growth of our interfacial crack is around 40 kPa.m 1/2 , more than 55 times smaller than in the bulk). Thus this sample preparation constrains the block to break along an interfacial fracture during mode I crack. Figure 1 summarizes the sample preparation procedure. An important feature of the interface preparation is the sand-blasting procedure that induces a random topography on the PMMA surface to be annealed and accordingly controls the local toughness during annealing. Another consequence of the sand-blasting technique is that the transparency of the Plexiglas plates is lost: light scatters because of the microstructures introduced by the sand-blasting. Nonetheless after annealing, the newly formed block recovers its transparency since contrast of the refraction index along the interface disappears.
Setup
The thick PMMA plate is clamped to a stiff aluminium frame. The thin plates are pulled apart thanks to a rod that presses on the excess length of the thin Plexiglas bands. A diagram of the setup is displayed in Figure 2 . The loading translation stage is controlled by a stepping motor that applies a continuous descent of the rod at a speed in the range: 100-200 lm.s -1 (in our configuration, the mean crack velocity is proportional to the speed of the rod motion). The normal displacement imposed to the lower Plexiglas plate induces a stable mode I crack propagation along the artificially introduced weak plane of the sample. The crack propagation is stable since the total energy of the system decreases with the crack advance, owing to the plate geometry (it would not be the case for a crack in an infinite elastic medium). Indeed the energy per unit of front length can be found from simple beam theory (LAWN, 1993) :
where E is the Young modulus, d the thickness of the lower plate, h the displacement of the rod and c r the distance between the position of the crack and the point of application of the loading force. The energy release rate G, also called driving force, is a measure of the mechanical energy for an increment of crack extension, therefore the following expression for the energy release rate can be deduced:
Equation (2) shows that the energy of the system decreases when the crack extension c r increases. The fracture is accordingly controlled by the displacement of the loading rod. The loading value to reach for the front to start moving is of the order of a few tens of Newton. The propagation of the crack front is followed optically with an optical microscope. Using a high-speed camera mounted on top of a microscope, up to 12288 consecutive images of the crack advance can be recorded with a spatial resolution of 1024 9 512 pixels (1 pixel & 10 9 10 lm 2 ) at an acquisition rate of 1000 frames per second (fps) which corresponds to an acquisition duration of 12 seconds. To provide sufficient light intensity at this small closure time (1 ms), the sample is lighted from below using optical fibers linked to an intense light source. These optical fibers contain lens elements at their end that allow the light source to focus on the crack front. The width of the image acquired by the fast camera is adjusted to the width of the PMMA band. After the opening of the sample, light rescatters in the fractured part of the sample because of the microstructures previously introduced on the PMMA plates. The open part of the sample looks opaque whereas the sintered region is still transparent. The transition between these two areas corresponds to the crack front (see Fig. 3 (a)).
Image Processing
Front Extraction
Images of the interfacial fracture are divided in two parts: A bright zone which is the cracked and open area (microstructures along the interface scatter the light of the newly open surface) and a dark region which is still soldered and transparent. The image processing aims at extracting the shape of the transition zone between the bright and dark areas of the picture which corresponds to the crack front. Some white spots ahead of the fracture front appear on the image (see the dark part of the photo in Figure 3 (a)). This is due to flaws created by the sand-blasting but located slightly inside the Plexiglas plates which scatter the light. In an attempt to remove these flaws in the fracture front images, a subtraction of a background picture taken before any opening is performed systematically. An example of the resulting image is displayed in Figure 3 (b). Some flaws are still visible, however the contrast has been markedly enhanced. The gray level histogram of the image is clearly bimodal (Fig. 3(c) ): The peaks represent the two different regions of the image. The picture is then clipped at the threshold level that separates these two lobes ( Fig. 3(d) ). The norm of the gradient of the segmented image is computed to search for the boundaries (Fig. 3(e) ). Isolated clusters of pixels that might appear are removed by keeping only the largest cluster that percolates from the left to the right edge of the picture ( Fig. 3(f) ) to obtain the front path. More details about the last four steps of the image processing can be found in DELAPLACE et al. (1999) . Figure 3 (g) shows the extracted front superimposed on the raw image. A zoom on the preceding picture is done to show the resolution of the extracted front (cf. Fig. 3(h) ). The absolute position of the front deduced from the images of the high-speed camera is accurate within 3 to 4 pixels (that is to say within 30 to 40 lm). Indeed the position of the front can move from 1 to 4 pixels if, for instance, the threshold level on the histogram is changed by ± 1, or if the front is defined by the maximum or minimum y position of pixels at a given x along the percolating front (the cluster that goes from one side to the other of the thresholded picture) (DELAPLACE et al., 1999) . The relative position along the front is however obtained at a much smaller precision (computed as the difference between the standard deviations of two extracted fronts with a shift in the threshold level) which is around 0.2 lm. Its irregular shape is explained by the fact that the front is pinned by local zones of high toughness during the propagation and becomes rough. 
Quake Definition
In order to analyze the burst dynamics of the interfacial crack propagation and define rupture quakes, the fracture front lines extracted from image processing are added to form the waiting time matrix W (MÅ LØY et al., , 2005 . This matrix has the same size as the raw images and initial values equal to zero for all its elements. The value 1 is added to the matrix elements W ij corresponding to pixels where a front line position (x, y) is detected. If several successive fronts are observed at the same particular position, the matrix elements W ij at this position increases by one for each encountered front. This procedure was done for all frames of a given experiment to obtain the final waiting time matrix W (Fig. 4(a) ). The waiting times estimate the amount of time during which the front was stuck at a precise position. The local speed of the crack front at the time when it passes a particular position (x, y) can be deduced from W by the inverse value of the corresponding matrix element W ij multiplied by the ratio of the pixel linear size a (typically 10 lm) over the typical time dt between two pictures (0.001 s). The velocity matrix V is therefore defined as V ij ¼ 1 W ij a dt ; thus associating a local crack front speed to ).
each pixel of the crack front in each image. It is important to mention that the image recording is performed so fast that there is basically no hole in the waiting time matrix, i.e., no element equal to zero (except below the first front, above the last one, and a few artefacts due to initial flaws in the sample). In order to define events (or quakes), the velocity matrix V is clipped by setting its elements V ij equal to 1 if V ij > chV i and 0 elsewhere, where c is a constant of the order of a few unities . Each region or cluster where the crack penetrates at a front speed larger than a few times the average front velocity is considered as an event or quake. Figure 4 (b) is an example of the thresholded matrix with c = 10. The white clusters correspond to regions where the crack front speed is 10 times larger than the average front velocity hVi. These zones are defined as quakes. The clusters connected to the first and last fronts, belonging to the upper and lower white zones in the figure, are excluded from the analysis.
Quake Catalogs
This data processing is applied to five experiments (named A, B, C, D and E) with different parameters. Table 1 summarizes the parameters for all experiments. Three different c values are used to threshold the velocity matrix corresponding to each experiment. We thus have fifteen data sets of events. The aim now is to build catalogs from these data sets that could be compared to real seismicity data catalogs. The most utilized quantities are: The time of occurrence, the location of hypocenter and an energy parameter of the event (seismic moment or magnitude). For each event of each data set, the time of occurrence is found by searching for the first pixel in time that is attached to the considered cluster (Fig. 5) . The time of occurrence t in ms is calculated considering the beginning of the experiment as the original time.
The epicenter of an event is given by the position (x, y) of this first pixel (Fig. 5) . As the crack front propagation is constrained in a plane, the z coordinate is considered constant and equal to 0 in a first approximation. As the y axis is the direction of propagation of the crack front, a strong link exists between the time and the y coordinate of the epicenter. Hence the spatial position of the event is mainly given by the x coordinate.
The moment M of an event is given by the area of the event (which is the total number of pixels belonging to the cluster) multiplied by a characteristic opening which is assumed to be constant. The parameter M is then directly proportional to the area of the event. The three parameters t, the couple (x, y) and M, build up a quake catalog for our experiments. In total, fifteen quake catalogs named A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, D3, E1, E2 and E3, were created from the velocity matrix of five different experiments, each thresholded with three various level values (Table 1) . Figure 6 shows the locations of the epicenters of events superimposed on the thresholded velocity matrix for experiment A2. The diameter of the circles representing the quakes is proportional to the logarithm of the area of the clusters. Only events with log 10 ðMÞ [ 1:5 are displayed for a better visibility. The good agreement between the circles and the corresponding cluster contributes to validate the method used to build the catalogs. For a better readability, the logarithm of the moment M is denoted m in the following.
Quake Maps
As first qualitative analyses, some maps are drawn from the catalogs. Figure 7 shows the locations of epicenters for the three experimental catalogs from experiment A and for one catalog from experiment B, as examples. The diameter of the circles is proportional to m. Differences can be seen between the three experimental catalogs generated from the same experiment concerning the size of the events and their localization. They are due to the removal of pixels when increasing the c level, thus dividing some large clusters into smaller ones. An effect of clustering can be observed on the maps: gaps appear in the distribution of the events. The density of events can vary from one experiment to another. For instance, the density of events is higher for experiment B than for experiment A. This may be related to the velocity of propagation of the crack front which is larger for experiment B. The particle size used for sand-blasting the sample for experiment B is also larger than that for sample A. It can also affect the density of events by varying the toughness on the interface.
Another way of demonstrating a possible effect of clustering is to display events on a time versus x coordinate map. Figure 8 represents this spatio-temporal distribution of events for two catalogs (diameters of circles are proportional to m). The clustering effect is clearly visible on both maps: several events follow each other in time in a small zone along the x axis. This means that the advance of the crack front is very irregular and controlled by the ability of the front to go through a local region of high toughness. Indeed the front is stopped in some places because of local high toughness bounds on the interface. When it manages to penetrate the front can advance over some distance with a high velocity, which helps breaking other bounds before being stuck again.
Comparison between Experimental Results and Real Seismicity Data
The SHLK Catalog
To compare our experimental catalogs and real seismicity data, a subset of the Southern California catalog, the SHLK catalog (data available at http://www.data.scec. 
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org/ftp/catalogs/SHLK/), is used. This catalog is built with earthquakes from a region of high seismicity. It is considered as complete for earthquakes with a magnitude larger than 2.5 (the distribution of magnitudes larger than 2.5 follow the Gutenberg-Richter relationship The exact date and time of occurrence of an earthquake are given with a precision reaching a thousandth of a second. The time of occurrence of events in the experimental catalogs is also precise up to 1 ms, although the real seismicity data catalog covers almost twenty years whereas the experiments only last a few seconds. The location of hypocenters is specified by three coordinates: latitude, longitude and depth. The configuration is clearly three-dimensional, on the contrary to the experiment in which the coordinates (x, y, z) simplify to the couple (x, y) because z is constant. Regarding the energy parameter, only the magnitude was available in the chosen catalog. The seismic moment (units in N.m) was calculated with the following relationship between seismic moment and magnitude: 
where M w is the so-called moment magnitude (KANAMORI, 1977) given in the catalog. The seismic moment is a quantity that combines the cracked area S with the amount of fault offset D and the shear modulus l: M 0 = lS D. The analogy between the moment defined for the events in the experiments and the seismic moment is discussed in the last section of this paper.
Moment Distribution
Figure 9(a) shows the noncumulative quake-size distributions P(M) for the fifteen experimental catalogs. A log binning was used to build the distributions which were also normalized by the total number of events for a better comparison of all the data. A robust result is found for all experiments and for the different values of c as all the data collapse. The power-law behavior of the distribution PðMÞ / M Àc proves that the burst dynamics occurs at all length scales. A fit of the data to a power-law function gives a slope equal to 1.7. A large scale cut-off appears for all the curves although at different m values, due to the lack of statistics. The exponent c = 1.7 is comparable to exponents already found in earlier works for experiments based on the same mechanical setup over a wider range of experimental conditions . The authors in MÅ used samples sand-blasted with smaller-sized beads than the ones used for the experiments described in this paper and the average front line speeds they found were also much smaller ð0:3lm:s catalog. The black curve shows a fit of the data with a slope equal to 1.7.
As a first comparison between our experimental catalogs and real seismicity data, Figure 9 (b) displays the noncumulative seismic moment distribution P(M 0 ) of earthquakes taken from the SHLK catalog. The power-law behavior of P(M 0 ) can be related to one well-known scaling law in seismology, the Gutenberg-Richter relationship (GUTENBERG and RICHTER, 1944) between seismic moment M 0 and frequency of earthquakes:
where P(M 0 ) is the frequency-moment distribution. The value b was found to equal 2/3 and proven to be very robust over different regions (GUTENBERG and RICHTER, 1944; SCHOLZ, 2002) . Hence the exponent c = 1.7 found for the experimental catalogs is similar to the exponent of the Gutenberg-Richter relationship (equation (4)) for earthquakes of the SHLK catalog.
Epicenter Jump Distribution
After having analyzed the size distribution of events, we focus on the spatial distances
q between successive events with epicenter coordinates (x i , y i ) and (x i?1 , y i?1 ). Following the work of DAVIDSEN and PACZUSKI (2005), the probability density function of the jumps P L ðDrÞ is measured for the fifteen experimental catalogs. The result can be seen in Figure 10 . The straight line with a slope equal to 0.6 is displayed as a guide to the eye. A cut-off is reached around r & L/2 because of the finite spatial size of the considered areas. DAVIDSEN and PACZUSKI (2005) applied this method to characterize spatial clustering of earthquakes to the SHLK catalog. The distribution of jumps for the California catalog is superimposed to the experimental ones in the graph 10 (black triangle curve). It decays like the other curves with a trend also following a power law with an exponent k = 0.6. Despite differences in the coordinates of hypocenters (the y coordinate in the experimental catalogs is closely related to the time and hypocenters of earthquakes are given for a 3-D configuration), a good correlation between the distributions of jumps for experimental events and real earthquakes can be observed.
Record-breaking Event Analysis
Another comparison between experimental and real data is conducted with a method developed by DAVIDSEN et al. (2006) . They introduce the notion of record-breaking event. An event B is considered as a record with respect to an earthquake A if no event takes place in the spatial disc with radius AB centered on A during the time interval [t A , t B ] with t A < t B . Each record B is characterized by the distance l = AB and the time interval (or waiting time) T = t B -t A between the two earthquakes. Each event in the catalog has its own sequence of records (or recurrences). DAVIDSEN et al. (2006) tested this method on the SHLK catalog. They found that the probability density functions of distances l and of recurrence times T both follow power laws spanning a few decades.
An analogy can be made here between our experiment and real seismology. Our mode I setup must to be compared to a mode II fault in friction: The y axis in the experiments is related to the time for the slipping fault (the y-coordinate value would represent a slip), while the x axis must be linked with space. The catalogs built from the experiments were processed in order to obtain a sequence of records for each cluster event but considering only the x coordinate as a position of the epicenters. Figure 11(a) shows the probability density function P x (l x ) of distances l x of recurrent events for the different experiments. All distributions collapse and follow a power-law decay over several decades with an exponent d & 1.1. This value of the slope is close to the value found by DAVIDSEN et al. (2006) for the Southern California seismicity catalog (&1.05). The probability density functions are independent of the experiments and the threshold level c proving the robustness of the process. The cut-off appearing between 4 and 5 mm is induced by the finite size of the system. The limit of linearity for the left side of the curves is due to location errors of the epicenters (distances below 40 lm, which corresponds to 4 pixels, are unreliable). The record-breaking event analysis was also applied to five experimental catalogs (A2, B1, C2, D1 and E3) considering only events with a moment parameter larger or equal to a certain value of m. Figure 11( b) shows the distributions P x, m (l x, m ) resulting from this analysis. The black straight line is a reminder of the power law with an exponent d = 1.1. The linear part of the curves for intermediate distances follows this power-law behavior. The cutoff at 4-5 mm is still observable but the peaks of the curves on the left side now vary slightly with the moment (the larger the moment threshold, the larger the minimum distance limit). The distributions P x (T x ) for the time intervals T x were also calculated for the recordbreaking events obtained considering only the x position of the epicenters. They are shown in Figure 12 (a). They obey a power law with an exponent a = 0.95 when fitting the data for the intermediate values of recurrent times. DAVIDSEN et al. (2006) found an exponent a & 0.9, which is very close to our result. The variations from the general trend appearing for small T x (between 3 and 4 ms) are due to inaccuracy concerning the time of occurrence of the events. The cut-off for large T x indicates an upper limit of the waiting times. Figure 12 The cutoff indicating a lower limit of the recurrent times varies with this threshold value. A fanning of the curves can be observed for large T x, m with the varying moment thresholds. For increasing m value, the range of the power-law regime decreases. The shift of the distributions from the power law of slope 0.95 for the experimental catalogs is probably due to the incompleteness of these catalogs. The lack of enormous events is closely related to the front propagation velocity or to the local variations of the toughness on the interface. 
Discussion
In the previous section we compared the spatial and temporal analyses made on the experimental quake catalogs and those applied to seismicity catalogs. The distributions of size of quakes and epicenter jumps obey power laws such as the distributions of magnitude and spatial distances between epicenters of earthquakes. The record-breaking analysis of the experimental catalogs and that of the SHLK catalog also show strong analogies: The distributions of distances and waiting times between a quake and its recurrent events both follow a power-law decay. Furthermore the values of the scaling law exponents for the experimental catalogs and real seismicity data are quite close. A good data collapse can be observed between the five experiments performed on five samples with different original sand-blasting (200 lm and 500 lm bead size). No sign of a possible influence of the preparation difference can be found in the graphs. However, more experiments on samples sand-blasted with various-sized beads are needed to draw a significant conclusion on the influence of the size of disorder introduced over the crack propagation.
All these scaling properties illustrate that the dynamics of crack propagation at large scales is controlled by microstructures within the material. The good agreement between experimental and real seismicity catalogs tends to suggest that the global dynamics of rupture propagation depends on the interactions between events. These interactions are controlled by the long-range elastic coupling between heterogeneous microstructures (RAMANATHAN and FISHER, 1998; SCHMITTBUHL et al., 2003a SCHMITTBUHL et al., , 2003b . Indeed the modeling of SCHMITTBUHL et al. (2003b) for a quasistatic propagation of a crack front along a heterogeneous interface was compared successfully to experimental data of the same )   A1  A2  A3  B1  B2  B3  C1  C2  C3  D1  D2  D3  E1  E2 experiment presented in this paper. This fracture model describes the crack tip as a region of interactions between microcracks. Results from another modeling, based on an elastic contact line description (BONAMY et al., 2008) , were also compared with some experimental results presented here. Both modelings capture the role of the pinning and depinning of the crack front with long-range elastic coupling (RAMANATHAN and FISHER, 1998; SCHMITTBUHL et al., 2003a SCHMITTBUHL et al., , 2003b . These models have also been used to describe large-scale mode II ruptures (PERFETTINI et al., 2001) . One main point of discussion for the comparison between the experimental catalogs and real seismicity data is the fracturing mode. Indeed an earthquake is modelled by a mode II or III shear rupture whereas the fracture experiment described in this paper is in mode I (opening). Attempts were already made to find analogies between mode I and mode II/III fracturation. GAO and RICE (1989) showed that mathematically the 2-D problem of an antiplane rupture along a frictional fault is governed by the same equations as the mode I perturbed crack-front problem. The numerical model of crack-front propagation of SCHMITTBUHL et al. (2003a) , based on that of GAO and RICE (1989) , was compared to former experiments based on the same mechanical setup described in this paper. Here the experimental data are directly compared to real seismicity data assuming an analogy between the moment for mode I and for mode II/III. The moment is directly proportional to the area since the opening is assumed to be constant (the elastic deformation gradient at the crack tip is presumed to be on a very small region, considering the size of an event). This is not the case for the seismic moment where the fault offset D varies.
As a perspective, the experiment presented here can be useful for the particular study of tensile cracks. Several authors (COX and SCHOLZ, 1988; PETIT and BARQUINS, 1988; YAMASHITA, 2000; DALGUER et al., 2003) have shown through field observations, laboratory experiments or numerical simulations, that the three modes of rupture can coexist during an earhquake. They show that an array of microscopic tensile cracks initiate the rupture in the material or appear around a pre-existing macroscopically ruptured zone to form an initial damage zone. Under continued deformation increasingly more of these tensile cracks form until linkage occurs and the large-scale rupture then propagates in modes compatible with the global load possibly different from the microscopic mode I. Our experiment can be used to study the initiation and propagation of these mode I cracks at small scales that take place as a first stage during material breaking before fault growth (LEI et al., 2000 (LEI et al., , 2004 .
Another perspective for our experiment could be the study of properties of slow earthquakes (OBARA, 2002; ROGERS and DRAGERT, 2003; SCHWARTZ and ROKOSKY, 2007) . Since our experiments involve not only dynamical events (i.e., local unstable events which produce acoustic emission) but also very slow events compared to Rayleigh speed owing to the viscous rheology of the PMMA both in the bulk and along the contact plane, our experiment could be used as a paradigm for slow earthquakes. In this context it is of interest to note that we produce slow quakes without fluid presence contrasting to the first explanations for the slow earthquakes (SZELIGA et al., 2004; MCCAUSLAND et al., 2005; SHELLY et al., 2006; DOUBRE and PELTZER, 2007; ITO et al., 2007) . BRODSKY and MORI (2007) analyzed the static stress drop of slow and ordinary earthquakes, their ratio of slip to fault length. They conclude that the differences between dynamic and quasi-static rupture can explain the occurrence of ordinary earthquakes or slow ones. These authors write that the distinction between both types of earthquakes results from their ability to jump over rough patches on the fault plane, which corresponds exactly to the pinning and depinning of our experimental crack front. MELBOURNE et al. (2005) with inversion of GPS data for the 2003 Cascadia slow earthquake also found spatially localized nonuniform slip and evoked stress drop as a constraint for rupture mechanism.
In conclusion, the quake catalogs derived from the optical monitoring of a crack propagation experiment have strong similar scaling properties with real seismicity catalogs. This result yields a possible explanation of the rupture propagation mechanism: The rupture front is trapped by local asperities and its depinning involves local instabilities. Heterogeneities in the medium thus play a crucial part in the fracture propagation. The advantage of the experiment presented in this paper is the possibility to follow optically and continuously over an extended range of time scales, the propagation of the rupture thanks to the use of a transparent material, which can not be done for earthquake faults. Consequently analyzes of the experimental data offer good implications with which to address the question of earthquake mechanisms in complex media.
